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Seventy per cent of Palestinian children suffer
from psychological trauma [GALLO/GETTY]
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FOCUS: OPINION 

Israel's fait accompli in Gaza
 By Eric S. Margolis

Gaza is one of the world's most densely populated places [GALLO/GETTY]

There are two completely different versions of what is currently happening in Gaza.
 
In the Israeli and North American press version, Hamas - 'Islamic terrorists' backed
by Iran - have in an unprovoked attack fired deadly rockets on innocent Israel with
the intent of destroying the Jewish state.

North American politicians and the media say Israel "has the right to defend itself". 
 
True enough. No Israeli government can tolerate rockets hitting its towns, even
though the casualty totals have been less than the car crash fatalities registered
during a single holiday weekend on Israel's roads.    
 
The firing of the feeble, home-made al-Qassam rockets by Palestinians is both
useless and counter-productive.
 
It damages their image as an oppressed people and gives right-wing Israeli
extremists a perfect reason to launch more attacks on the Arabs and refuse to
discuss peace.   
 
Israel's supporters insist it has the absolute right to drop hundreds of tonnes of
bombs on 'Hamas targets' inside the 360sq km Gaza Strip to 'take out the
terrorists'.
 
Civilians suffer, says Israel, because the cowardly Hamas hide among them.  
 
Actually, it is more like shooting fish in a barrel.
 
Omitting facts
 
As usual, this cartoon-like version of events omits a great deal of nuance and
background. 
 

While firing rockets at civilians is a crime
so, too, is the Israeli blockade of Gaza,
which is an egregious violation of
international law and the Geneva
Conventions. 
 
According to the UN, most of Gaza's 1.5
million Palestinian refugees subsist near the
edge of hunger. Seventy per cent of
Palestinian children in Gaza suffer from
severe malnutrition and psychological
trauma.  
 
Medical facilities are critically short of doctors, personnel, equipment, and drugs.
Gaza has quite literally become a human garbage dump for all the Arabs that Israel
does not want.
 
Gaza is one of the world's most-densely populated places, a vast outdoor prison
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camp filled with desperate people. In the past, they threw stones at their Israeli
occupiers; now they launch home-made rockets.

Call it a prison riot, writ large.
 
Eyeing the elections
 
When the so-called truce between Tel Aviv and Hamas expired on December 19,
Israeli politicians were in the throes of preparing for the February 10 national
elections.
 
Israeli politics are playing a key role in this crisis. 
 
Ehud Barak, the defence minister and leader of the Labour party, and Tzipi Livni,
the foreign minister and leader of the Kadima party, are trying to prove themselves
tougher than Benjamin Netanyahu's hard-line Likud party - and one another.  
 
Israel's elections are only six weeks away, and Likud was leading until the air raids
on Gaza began. Kadima and Labour are now up in the polls.  
 
The heavy attacks on Gaza are also designed to intimidate Israel's Arab neighbours,
and make up for Israel's humiliating 2006 defeat in Lebanon, which still haunts the
country's politicians and generals.  
 
A fait accompli
 
When the air raids on Gaza began, Barak said: "We have totally changed the rules
of the game."
 
He was right. By blitzing Hamas-run Gaza, Barak presented the incoming US
administration with a fait accompli, and neatly checkmated the newest player in the
Middle East Great Game - Barack Obama, the US president-elect - before he could
even take a seat at the table.
 

The Israeli offensive into Gaza now looks likely to short-
circuit any plans Obama might have had to press Israel into
withdrawing to its pre-1967 borders and sharing Jerusalem.

This has pleased Israel's supporters in North America who
have been cheering the war in Gaza and have been backing
away from their earlier tentative support for a land-for-
peace deal. 

Israel's successes in having Western media portray the
Gaza offensive as an 'anti-terrorist operation' will also
diminish hopes of peace talks any time soon.

Obama inherits this mess in a few weeks. During the
elections, Obama bowed to the Israel lobby, offering a new
US carte blanche to Israel and even accepting Israel's
permanent monopoly of all of Jerusalem.  
 
As he concludes forming his cabinet, his Middle East team looks like it may be top-
heavy with friends of Israel's Labour party. 

Obama keeps saying he must remain silent on policy issues until George Bush, the
outgoing US president, leaves office, but his staff appear happy to avoid having to
make statements about Gaza that would antagonise Israel's American supporters.   
   
Obama will take office facing a Middle East up in arms over Gaza and the entire
Muslim world blaming the US for the carnage in Gaza. 

Unless he moves swiftly to distance himself from the policies of the Bush
administration, he will soon find himself facing the same problems and anger as the
Bush White House. 

Arab deal killed 
 
Israel's Gaza offensive is also likely to torpedo the current Saudi-sponsored peace
plan, which had been backed by all members of the Arab League.

The plan, now likely defunct, had called for Israel to withdraw to its 1967 borders
and share Jerusalem in exchange for full recognition and normalised relations with
the Muslim world. 

Arab governments will now be unable to sell the deal as they face a storm of
criticism from their own people over their powerlessness to help the Palestinians of
Gaza. 

Egypt, in particular, is being widely accused of collaborating with Israel in further
sealing off and isolating Gaza. It seems highly unlikely they will be able to advance
a peace plan with Israel for now.

This is a bonus for right-wing Israelis, who have always been dead set against any
withdrawal and strongly supported the attack on Gaza.

Other Israeli factions who were always lukewarm about the Saudi peace plan are
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The US media has focused on the rockets being
fired on Israel from Gaza [GALLO/GETTY]

now unlikely to reconsider it.
 
Israel's security establishment is committed to preventing the creation of a viable
Palestinian state, and refuses to negotiate with Hamas. Unable to kill all of Hamas'
men, Israel is slowly destroying Gaza's infrastructure around them, as it did to
Yasser Arafat's PLO.

Israel's hardliners point to Gaza and claim that any Palestinian state on the West
Bank would threaten their nation's security by firing rockets into Israel's heartland. 

Mighty information machine
 
Israel is confident that its mighty information machine will allow it to weather the
storm of worldwide outrage over its Biblical punishment of Gaza. Who remembers
Israel's flattening of parts of the Palestinian city of Jenin, or the US destruction in
Falluja, Iraq, or the Sabra and Shatilla massacres in Beirut?  
 

Though the torment of Gaza is seen across
the horrified Muslim world as a modern
version of the Warsaw Ghetto uprising by
Jews against the Nazis during World War
Two, Western governments still appear bent
on taking no action. 
 
Though Israel's use of American weapons
against Gaza violates the US Arms Export
Control and Foreign Assistance Acts, the
docile US Congress will remain mute. 

Israel's assault on Gaza was clearly timed
for America's interregnum between administrations and the year-end holidays, a
well-used Israeli tactic.  
 
Hamas refuses to recognise Israel as long as Israel refuses to recognise Hamas and
the rights of millions of homeless Palestinian refugees.  

It calls for a non-religious state to be created in Palestine, meaning an end to
Zionism. Ironically, Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, the founder and late leader of Hamas,
had spoken of a compromise with Tel Aviv shortly before he was assassinated by
Israel in 2004.  
 
An inherited mess

Israel's hopes that it can bomb Gazans into rejecting Hamas are as ill-conceived as
its failed attempt in 2006 to blast Lebanon into rejecting Hezbollah.   
 
The Fatah regime on the West Bank installed by the US and Israel after Yasser
Arafat's suspicious death will be further discredited, leaving the militants of Hamas
as the sole authentic voice of Palestinian nationalism.   
 
Hamas, the militant but still democratically elected government of Gaza, is even less
likely to compromise.  
 
The Muslim world is in a rage. But so what? Stalin liked to say "the dogs bark, and
the caravan moves on," and as long as the US gives Israel carte blanche, it can do
just about anything it wants.  
 
The tragedy of Palestine will thus continue to poison US relations with the Muslim
world. 

Those Americans who still do not understand why their nation was attacked on 9/11
need only look to Gaza, for which the US is now being blamed as much as Israel.   
 
Unless Israel can make 5 to 7 million Palestinians disappear, it must find some way
to co-exist with them. Israeli leaders on the centre and right continue to avoid
facing this fact. 

The brutal collective punishment inflicted on Gaza will likely strengthen Hamas and
reverse any hopes of a Middle East peace in the coming years.  
 
Eric S. Margolis is an author, syndicated foreign affairs columnist, broadcaster, and
veteran war correspondent. His latest book is American Raj: America and the
Muslim world.

The views expressed by the author are not necessarily those of Al Jazeera.
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Dave Galloway
Afghanistan

05/01/2009

Gaza Situation
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Thanks for this article. More people in North America should be reading information like this.
There is plenty of blame for everyone. Why the west doesn't work on winning the hearts of the
Palestinian people directly with aid and support - like Hamas has done, leaves me confused.
Support the people directly so they can better negotiate their own future regardless of the power
cliques that are using them for their narrow agendas. Israel has got to learn this lesson as well.
dave

ad
Aland Islands

05/01/2009

Free Gaza

Yes, a prison riot indeed - firing rockets at their wardens. Funny how people in the Arab world are
supposed to find 'moderate' leaders, while Israelis select their leaders from extremists. Where are
the 'moderate' Israeli options for their coming elections?

H. F. Burrell
United States

05/01/2009

Both sides of the story

Thank you for an article that helps us better understand the tragedy occuring in Gaza. Informed
people need to hear both sides of this issue. Many Americans have no idea of the plight of the
Palestinian people in Gaza. Margolis aptly shows how easily human suffering can be a tool of
political ambition. Hopefully as more people find out the real reasons behind the Israeli invasion
there will be an out cry for it to stop.

Howard
United States

05/01/2009

Short Memory

Did Hamas really have to send hundreds of rockets over the border and end the ceasefire? Did
they really have to arm themselves to the teeth? Hundreds of millions were spent in the last two
years bringing missels and arms into Gaza through tunnels. Gaza could have just as easily
brought in food and sent out produce to market. But they didn't. Hamas just armed themselves,
threatened and continuously bombed Israel and now claim to be the victims. Pitiful!

H Elias
Malaysia

05/01/2009

Excellent Article

Thank you Eric Margolis for your views, which are indeed spot on. I've mentioned before: "Israel,
having a substantial upper hand in the conflict, should take the leadership role in a win-win
solution. It's failures thus far, should be an embrassment to its citizens and allies". And as have
many implied, the escalation poses danger to Israel, it's allies and the Middle East peace.

Charles
Afghanistan

05/01/2009

Hamass Putative Non-Religious State in Palestine

Eric Margolis claims that Hams desires a non-religious state in Palestine. My reading of the Hamas
Charter makes it plain that the very opposite is true of its aspirations. How am I wrong?

hassan
Iraq

05/01/2009

Jews want to coexist in peace. Muslims want to live without the prescence of infidels. Who is the
aggressor?

Dr. Abdul Latheef
India

05/01/2009

you said it.

jay.
Guam

05/01/2009

israeli push.

Israeli's are the new Nazi terror in the middle east. five israeli's to five hundred palestinians.
genocide I think as I am an american with christian roots in my family. I possibly feel that
Israeli's are too proud of who and what they accomplished in their struggle to be recognized as a
nation of faith. whatever the cause of this so called incursion I think the Israeli's are pushing the
Palestinian's to the Sea of Genocide. Israel you should be ashame of yourselves. democracy
whatever.

Abu Etan
Israel

05/01/2009

secular state for hamas?

Hama "calls for a non-religious state to be created in Palestine"? Too bad you discredit your op-
ed piece with such blatant naivity (at best) or propaganda (at worst). Hamas has controlled Gaza
for 3 years. Is it a secular area? Are Christians allowed to prostletize to Moslems? Do men and
women mix in bars? If yes, I'll begin to think that hamas is secular. Until then, please call a spade
a spade: Hamas wants an Islamic state.

Meddou 05/01/2009
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Tunisia

Reply To Mr Ernest Salomon

Dear sir, those proposals have already been offered to Israel but the hebrew state has rejected it,
because they only want to keep assassinating and arresting palestinian activists. they want to
keep the golan heights, jerusalem east, the west bank wall, forbid the refugees from coming back
etc.. etc.. and most of all israel doesnt want to lose its image as a victim, otherwise the U.S
media wouldnt be able to influence the american citizens, the main sponsor of the Israeli killing
machine.

samia azam
Saudi Arabia

05/01/2009

Israels fait accompli in Gaza

Excellent analysis. It's heartwarming to learn that there are people in the U.S who have not
become a victim of American and Israeli state propoganda. For the rest of the Mulsim world, the
writng on the wall is very clear: It is not terrorism when muslims are massacred it is terrorism
when american and israeli ( or their allies) lives are threatened. What American-Israeli nexus has
unleashed on the muslims is equivalent to the acts of Jenghis Khan and Hitler.

bernie
United States

05/01/2009

let debate

You mentioned Israeli blockade - are you kidding me? Howabout their Egyptian brothers blockade
used as a weapons smuggling ground, how come Jordan kicked the Palestinians out. Would Israel
have a better reason to defend itself if there were more Israeli casulties? Think if a nation or
group of people launched 1 rocket into New York. please answer this.

Abu Jadeela
United States

05/01/2009

Israels fait accompli in Gaza

Israel and its supporters are in a denial state, no discussion with terrorests, just like I south
Africal the Apparty and Rudsia and Vietnam they continued to say will not discuss or meet with
them. Guess what? in fact they did meet and discuss and finally the right owners claim their land.
Just read the History and you will now and save yourself some money and embarassment.

Darryn Loveridge
Australia

05/01/2009

Israels fait accompli in Gaza

It has to also be remembered that Zionists own or manage a considerable share of the global
media industry. This has always placed the Israeli government in good stead to launch successful
PR campaigns. Fortunately we now have al-Jazeera to balance the lop-sided news churned out by
pro-Zionist news agencies!

Ernest Salomon
United States

05/01/2009

Gaza

The Arabs have no clue as to public relations. Horrible!!!!! If I were leading Hamas I would offer
the following to Israel publicly: An end to all rockets and hostile actions against Israel and
recognition of Israel. No importation of weapons by Hamas into Gaza. In return Israel would open
the border through specified crossings and allow free trade and travel between the West Bank and
Gaza. No blockade of any kind.

Bruce DeMont
United States

05/01/2009

Israels fait accompli article

I live in the US and read Aljazeera everyday to see what all sides are saying about issues that
affect all of us. This article was by far the most balanced and honest and insightful I have read.
Congratulations on presenting "real information" instead of slanted opinions and half truths. If
everyone would do that and see the other persons point of view, perhaps peace would be
possible.

D. Zybala
Canada

05/01/2009

Excellent article. I now know where I will get my news about the Middle East, as well as using
youtube. Thank you for reporting on facts which are hidden by the western media.

Nick
Australia

05/01/2009

Israels fait accompli in Gaza

The best article I've read on the situation so far. It presented both the propaganda version and
the facts. I'll be referring anyone interested in knowing about the situation to this page.

Dan
United States

06/01/2009

Gaza
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The borders between Gaza and Israel were open for years, thousands of Gazan's used to work in
Israel before the terrorists took over. There is nothing stopping Hamsa from recognizing Israel's
right to exist and stopping the rockets. Once again, Israel is forced to fight for it's survival.

Sammy Delharia
United States

06/01/2009

Gaza

In trying to understand, may I ask why the extremely wealthy Muslim nations allow such poverty
in Palestine? If Muslims are so supportive, why are they not helping with aid?

Jack Gold
United States

06/01/2009

While HAMAS counts their citizen dead reflect on this

Hamas could have built bomb shelters instead of rockets. They could been peaceful instead of war
mongerers. Could Israel have done anything in that case? No of course not. If Israel had no
violent acts against it no shootings no stabbings , no shooting of rockets Palestinians would be
reveared by the world had highly protected but no stuid rocket attacks, suicide bomber attacks.
The arab world should be ashamed of itself. They Gaza never once just behaved like Ghandi,
peaceful and without weapon

Jack Gold
United States

06/01/2009

I have news for you

Re false statement: Israel's hopes that it can bomb Gazans into rejecting Hamas are as ill-
conceived as its failed attempt in 2006 to blast Lebanon into rejecting Hezbollah. The reason for
the bombing is to show the Hamas and Gazans that rocket launching was not considered in their
daily life but now maybe every sane Gazan will want to throw out a government who put them in
such danger recklessly not caring about consequences. Does a child punch a lion in the mouth?
Why Bcas it will kill him

Shar
United States

06/01/2009

Palestinians

Why aren't more people in the US sympathetic to the Palestinians? Maybe it has something to do
with the photos of Palestinians dancing in the streets after 9/11. Those kinds of images stay in
your head forever.

s.b.
United States

06/01/2009

Thank you.

This is exactly why I supplement my world news sources with Al Jazeera.

United Earth
United States

06/01/2009

The World does not do anything

This war shows just how bad the world community is. The USA is the only country willing to be
the world's policeman. Is what Israel is doing now is bad? Yes. But isn't it just as bad for the
world to have been silent when Hamas was launching missiles? The world must learn to act
sooner and condemn ANY all all violence, not just for the countries they like or dislike.

beentheredonethat
United States

06/01/2009

Israels fait accompli in Gaza

All claims in this article may not be based on testable evidence from provable references. I am
one American who wants facts - not opinions. Two things are facts: the name Palestine was not
included on the maps drawn after the 1949 Armistce. So, as of right now Palestine is an historic
culture, not a country. Hamas is an Islamic Resistance Movement that has in its charter the goal
to annihilate all Jews and completely replace Israel with a new State of Palestine. Any
challengers?

ernest
Tanzania

06/01/2009

cease fire

sir, why people complicate things,don't they understand? why talking of "Muslims wold" and not
peaceful ienvironment? this is selfishness!! Hamas has to accept Israel being a NATION and stop
firing rocketi into Israel.From there everyone will see if Israel initiates the war against palestines!
libya proposal wasn't balanced.it talked of israel to stop the fire while hamas continues firing!!
how is it possible!!

surfer
Palestinian Territory

06/01/2009

author

Its a shame that you just dont get it you talk about the 67 border as if you know something
about it how it came to be and what happend after that is the issue after the 67 war the Arabs
lunched the yom kippor war they didnt want the 67 lines they wanted more and subsequently lost
the Sini and the Golan and the West bank and Gaza so how come they think they have a claim to
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it now? wake up Jerusalem will never be shared with you you are lucky we dont go back to the
post Yom Kippor war boarders!

Franklin
United States

06/01/2009

What can an American do?

This article is accurate. I am outraged at Isreal's atrocities, and they are committing atrocities
with the full support and military equipment of the U.S. government. But what can I, an American
citizen, do about it? I have gone to protests and written to politicians. I worked to get a different
President elected. Please, tell us what non-violent actions we can take to stop U.S. support of
Isreali atrocities

Roche
Malaysia

06/01/2009

Spot On!

Well said Eric. The truth is, they want to conquer the whole land including Gaza and West Bank
without any single Arab in it. But they canâ€™t simply kill the Palestinians without any 'valid'
reason. 'The fight against terror' would be the best option for them to push and press the
Palestinians, which will at the end reduce/lead the Palestinians move away from the holy land...

amjad
Israel

06/01/2009

crime against humanity

world,wake up-no one relly cares about who is relly suffering the poor paletinians,hamas is a
murdereus entity who started this oweful war without considering the slightest responsibility for
the poor civilianas ,that by the way, many of then relly miss the israeli regime,hamas pretends to
be careing for them,but how can it be done?when they shoot rockets and hide behind the
civilians?they are the relly war criminals not the israeli army that,by the way does what every
other army would do

SHAJE Khan
Malaysia

06/01/2009

to Jack Gold (UNITED STATES)

u keep saying that israel has da right to defend itself from rockets fired into south israel.. stop n
ponder on this fact.. ONLY 10 israelis have perished by da rockets these past 8 YEARS as opposed
to more than 500 palestinians these last 10 DAYS... yet bloodthirsty for more... Hamas fighters
are true patriots fighting against oppression against da true invaders and murderers of palestinian
land

Calum Coburn
Australia

06/01/2009

The Real Motive

Well researched article, thank you for sharing it. I'd like to clear up a misunderstanding Eric
Margolis expresses: Obama never wanted better relations with Muslim people or the Middle East.
He just wants to appear to the US and their allies as a good guy.

Florence Kentucky Yall
Afghanistan

06/01/2009

Mr. Eric Margolis

My family migrated to Kentucky in the late 60's/early 70's from Kuwait. We were some of the
fortunate ones who escaped the life of 2nd class citizens living in Kuwait. We were even more
fortunate when we had the opportunity to escape the coming hell of the 2nd Holocaust-on my
people. I've struggled my entire life trying to make sense in how survivors of the 1st Holocaust
ended up being perpetrators of the 2nd Holocaust. Kudos Mr. Margolis on this magnificant short
piece. Peace & Love - Y'all!!!!

HF
United States

06/01/2009

Stop playing Victim

Hamas is a terror organization that cowardly hides amongst palestinian civilians. When a
moderate anti-extremist islamic group rise up in the face of these terror groups they will finally
get their statehood next to israel. Until then, be it hamas, hezbolla or islamic jihad or whatever
crazy terror group who cowardly manipulates and then sends their women and children to be
sucide bombers, will feel the wrath of the mighty Israeli army.

Brigitte Meier
United States

06/01/2009

Israels fait accompli in Gaza

Thank you for an excellent article. The only one with real insight. As to the rockets, they are
largely harmless and the Israelis know it full well and know that the Palestinians are at the limit of
their capacity to endure the humiliations and the despair imposed by Israel. The rockets are
better than civil war, which is the only alternative left them by the Israelis. Which confirms that
Israel intends genocide to eliminate rightful Palestinian demands.


